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Special List 405 
Scramble for Africa

Luanda Regulamento from 1880 
Rare Cripple

1. [ANGOLA]. Regulamento Especial para os contractos de serviçaes e colonos 
na provincia de Angola elaborado em virtude das disposições do regulamento 
geral approvado por decreto de 21 de novembro de 1878. Luanda: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1880. 4°, disbound, traces of green paper wrappers at spine 
and inner blank margin of title page. Wood engraved Portuguese royal 
arms on title page. In good to very good condition. 5 pp., (1 l.). 3 large 
folding tables.  $100.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION, but apparently incomplete. The single copy cited by 
OCLC, at Yale University, is said to contain 52 pp., and the only copy located via Porbase, 
at the Biblioteca Central da Marinha, is catalogued as having 52 pp. + [3] folding ll. We 
were not able to locate any other copies.

The first press established in Angola, and for many years the only press in that 
country, was the Imprensa do Governo, which apparently began operations in Luanda 
13 September 1845 with the publication of the Boletim Oficial de Angola. The next known 
work of the press is a collection of poetry by José da Silva Maia Ferreira, Espontaneidades 
da minha alma, 1849 (see Mário António Fernandes de Oliveira, “O primeiro livro de 
poemas publicado na Africa Portuguesa,” Revista Occidente LXXIX [Lisbon, 1970] pp. 
1-38). Regulations for the Port of Loanda appeared in 1849, and an Oraçao funebre by António 
Augusto Teixeira de Vasconcelos was printed in 1851. 

Works printed in Angola during the 1840s, 1850s and 1860s are extremely rare on 
the market, and works printed there during the 1870s and 1880s only slightly less so. 
As specialists in Portuguese books since 1969, we have not handled more than five or 
six works printed in Angola prior to 1880, and only a few more titles from the 1880s.

❊ OCLC: 830055829 (Yale University Library). Porbase locates a single copy, 
at the Biblioteca Central da Marinha. Not located in Jisc. Not located in KVK (51 
databases searched).
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Portuguese Missions in Angola, with Mention of Livingstone

2. [ANGOLA. Amado, José de Sousa]. Noticia do estado em que se acha 
o povo de Angola, destituido de mestres, parochos e egrejas, e considerações 
acerca da necessidade e facilidade de remediar tão grandes males. Lisbon: na 
Typ. de G.M. Martins, 1861. 8°, contemporary pink wrappers (foldline). 
Faintly browned. Mostly unopened. In very good condition. 24 pp.  
  $250.00

FIRST EDITION. Begins with a brief history of Portuguese missionary activity in 
Angola, continues with an account of the journey through Angola in 1854 by the English 
missionary Dr. David Livingstone (pp. 11-4) , and concludes with an appeal for dona-
tions to Angolan missions.

At this time the Portuguese were expanding their sphere of influence in West Africa. 
In 1855 they had occupied Ambriz (in the north of Angola), and in 1855-56 had intervened 
in a civil war in the Congo. Converting the indigenous population to Christianity had 
always been one of the justifications for the Portuguese conquest of lands in Africa, Asia, 
and South America. This short work fits in with Portuguese colonial policy during the 
Scramble for Africa.

The author was a priest, teacher and Catholic publicist, born near Coimbra in 1812 
and still active in 1884.

❊ Not in Innocêncio; for over 40 titles by the author, see V, 139 and 457; XIII, 221-3. 
NUC: CSt. OCLC: 16411704. Porbase cites two copies plus a microfilm copy, all at the 
Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal.

3. [ANGOLA]. Diniz, José de Oliveira Ferreira. Negócios indígenas. 
Relatório do ano de 1913. Angola: Imprensa Nacional, 1914. 8°, original 
printed wrappers (some dampstains and rubbing). Slight browning. In 
good to very good condition. Inscription on title page from the author 
to “Freire d’Andrade” (partly illegible). 220 pp., (1 blank l.), folding 
table included in pagination, other tables in text.  $100.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The head of the newly formed Department of Indigenous 
Affairs reports on those who fall within his purview: population, customs, system of 
justice, sources of wealth, use as laborers (pp. 43-91), social assistance from the Portuguese 
government, and assistance for children. The appendix (pp. 105-220) reprints important 
decrees, laws, and documents from 1911 to 1913.

In the wake of the Berlin Conference of 1884-85 and the humiliating British Ultima-
tum of 1890, the Portuguese became intent on making their presence felt within Angola 
and Mozambique by assigning civilian administrators, encouraging trade and industry, 
and sending expeditions into the unexplored areas far from the coast, with a view to 
future settlement. The official reports published at this time provide valuable sociologi-
cal and ethnographic information on the state of the Portuguese colonies following the 
Scramble for Africa.

Provenance: probably Alfredo Augusto Freire de Andrade, Governor of Mozambique 
from 1906 to 1910.

❊ Not located in NUC. OCLC: 123212305; 91815040; 47770896. Porbase: Biblioteca 
Nacional de Portugal (2 copies), Instituto de Investigações Cientifica e Tropical.
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Survey of Benguela, with Advice for Colonists

4. [ANGOLA]. Governo Geral da Provincia de Angola. Repartição do Gabinete. 
Breve Noticia sobre o Planalto Colonisavel Benguella. Luanda: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1908. 8°, original illustrated wrappers (creased and slightly 
worn at spine). Folding map slightly browned, otherwise very good. 100 
pp., (1 l. table of contents, 1 blank l.), two-color map of Africa, folding 
three-color map of the area around Benguela, many black-and-white 
photographs within text.  $175.00

FIRST EDITION of this survey of the province of Benguela, south of Luanda. Part 1 
includes chapters on geography, flora and fauna, the soil, water, climate, and the indigenous 
population. Part 2 offers chapters on colonization: construction, hygiene, food, agricul-
tural work, livestock, and crops. According to the preface, the material for the book was 
gathered by an expedition consisting of a physician and naturalist, an agronomist, and 
a topographer (José Pereira do Nascimento, Antonio José do Sacramento Monteiro, and 
João Maria Ferreira do Amaral), who were joined by the explorer Alfredo de Andrade.

The two-color map of the African continent shows the colonial possessions of the 
French, Germans, British and Portuguese. The folding three-color map of the area around 
Benguela includes rivers, elevations, settlements, and the railroad line. A multitude of 
photographs show the indigenous population, architecture, and views.

In the wake of the Berlin Conference of 1884-85 and the humiliating British Ultima-
tum of 1890, the Portuguese became intent on making their presence felt within Angola 
and Mozambique by assigning civilian administrators, encouraging trade and industry, 
and sending expeditions into the unexplored areas far from the coast.

❊ Porbase locates two copies, at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal and the Instituto 
de Investigações Científica e Tropical.

*5. COELHO, Maria Teresa Pinto. Ilhas, batalhas e aventura: imagens de 
África no romance de Império Britânico do último quartel do século XIX e 
início do século XX. Lisbon: Colibri, 2004. 8°, original illustrated wrap-
pers. As new. 155 pp., (1 l.). ISBN: 972-772-508-2.  $25.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION.

6. CRUZ, Francisco Manso Preto. Paiva Couceiro. Político—Militar—
Colonial. Lisbon: Edição do Autor, 1944. 8°, modern green quarter calf 
over patterned boards, smooth spine with gilt letter and fillets (minor 
wear, some fading), original wrappers bound in. In good condition. 
Oval stamp of Maria Isabel Claro da Fonseca Livraria on half title, 
title page and dedication leaf, front free endleaf recto, p. 15 and recto 
of first unnumbered supplementary leaf. Oval stamps of Livraria de 
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A. Claro da Fonseca on half title, title page, p. 15 and first unnumbered 
leaf recto. 132 pp., (5 ll., 1 blank l.).  2 works in 1 volume. $25.00

Second edition of this popular biography. Paiva Couceiro (1861-1944) became a 
prominent public figure in the 1890s, when his heroism helped keep Lourenço Marques 
from being captured. From 1907 to 1909 he was Governor of Angola. When the Republic 
was declared in 1910 he supported the King, and in 1911 handed in his resignation from 
the army with the famous line, “Revoltou-me contra a República para salvar Portugal!” 
He spent the remaining years of his life (mostly in self-imposed exile in Spain) working 
to restore the monarchy.

BOUND WITH: 
CRUZ, Francisco Manso Preto. O exemplo politico de Paiva Couceiro. Livro 
Segundo. Politica nacional. Lisbon: Edição do Autor, 1945. 8º, (1 blank 
l.), 131, (1) pp., (6 ll.). Oval stamps of Maria Isabel Claro da Fonseca 
Livraria on first blank leaf recto, half title, title page, dedication leaf, 
pp. [11] and [132]. In good condition. Oval stamps of Livraria de A. 
Claro da Fonseca on first blank leaf recto, title page, pp. [11] and [132]. 
Three-line ink manuscript annotation on p. 124 regarding relations 
between Paiva Couceiro and the Salazar regime. 

FIRST EDITION. This volume, together with the previous one, completes the biog-
raphy of Paiva Couceiro. The two are usually found together.

*7. FERREIRA, Eduardo de Sousa. O fim de uma era: o colonialismo 
português em África. Translated by Maria Nazaré de Campos. Lisbon: 
Sá da Costa, 1977. Terceiro Mundo. 8°, original printed wrappers. As 
new. (2 ll.), 215, (1) pp., tables in text.  $25.00

Introduction by Basil Davidson (pp. 5-26). Originally published in English, 1974, 
as Portuguese Colonialism in Africa: The End of an Era.

Battling Over Bolama

8. [GUINEA]. Casal Ribeiro, José Maria Caldeira, Conde do Casal Ribeiro. 
Interpelação sobre os acontecimentos occorridos na Guiné Portugueza reali-
sada na Camara dos dignos Pares em sessão de 3 de Agosto de 1868. Lisbon: 
Typographia Franco-Portugueza, 1868. 8°, disbound. In very good 
condition. 62 pp.  $150.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. In a speech delivered in the Portuguese parliament, 
Casal Ribeiro addresses the dispute with Great Britain over Bolama, an island off the 
shore of Portuguese Guinea (now Guinea-Bissau). The Portuguese had claimed Bolama 
in 1830, following failed British attempts at colonization in 1792 and 1814. In 1860, the 
British annexed Bolama to Sierra Leone. The dispute over the island lasted ten years, with 
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President Ulysses S. Grant finally arbitrating the dispute in favor of Portugal. Speaking 
while the dispute was still in progress, the author took the opportunity to discuss what 
Portugal would have to do to retain her colonies and alliances. The Bolama dispute is 
an early episode in the Scramble for Africa, which was at its most intense in the 1880s 
and 1890s. 

Casal Ribeiro (1825-1896) was a deputy to the Cortes and in the 1860s, served as 
minister of the Treasury, of Foreign Affairs, and of Public Works.

❊ Innocêncio V, 24; XIII, 88. Fonseca, Aditamentos p. 246. NUC: DLC. OCLC: 6416179; 
220508357. Porbase cites a single copy, at the Biblioteca Central da Marinha, Lisbon.

9. MOTA, Carlos Teixeira da. Presenças portuguesas na África do Sul e no 
Transval durante os séculos XVIII e XIX. Lisbon: Instituto de Investigação 
Científica e Tropical, 1989. Large 8°, original printed wrappers. In very 
good condition; internally fine. 157 pp., (1 l.), brief bibliography. ISBN: 
none.  $35.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION.

Regulations for the Indigenous Population of Mozambique

10. [MOZAMBIQUE]. Compilação de preceitos, usos e costumes indigenas. 
Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1908. 8°, self-wrappers, stapled 
(slight soiling and chipping). In good condition. Early substantive manu-
script notes (in red ink) at head of pp. 1 and 3 regarding the content of 
this Compilação. 17 pp., (1 blank l.).  $100.00

Second edition, augmented, of this set of regulations governing the indigenous 
population of the districts of Lourenço Marques and Inhambane. The first 14 pages are 
the same text and the same type-setting as pp. 39-49 of the Regulamento das circumscripções 
civis dos distritos de Lourenço Marques e Inhambane, Lourenço Marques, 1908. However, in 
the Regulamento, the Compilação ends in Chapter 12 with item 90, while here it contains 
132 items, with added chapters on contracts of deposit, testimonial evidence, buying 
and selling, and “disposições geraes.” The chapters that occur in both versions of the 
Compilação cover succession to the chieftainship, legal domicile, family, inheritance, 
marriage, dowry (the “Lobolo”), duties of husbands and wives, divorce, guardianship, 
healers, and losses and damages.

The document is signed at the Secretaria dos Negócios Indígenas in Lourenço 
Marques, November 1908. In the previous year, as part of Portugal’s ongoing effort to 
make her presence more firmly felt in her African colonies, Francisco Xavier Ferrão de 
Castello Branco had been appointed the first secretary of Indigenous Affairs in Mozam-
bique. His duties included organizing a justice system, regulating the duties of chiefs, 
codifying African law, and organizing a civil register, all of which this Compilação would 
have helped accomplish.

❊ OCLC: 775780570 (Yale University) Not located in Porbase.
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11. [MOZAMBIQUE]. Districto de Lourenço Marques. Relatorio das Cir-
cumscripções, 1909-1910. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1910. 
8°, original printed wrappers (mild stains and soiling). Scattered light 
foxing. Uncut and mostly unopened. Overall very good. Stamp on title 
page: “Offerecido pelo Ministerio das Colonias.” 255 pp., tables in text, 
26 black and white plates.  $100.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION; includes narratives and extensive statistics on popu-
lation, produce, livestock, transportation, public works, missions, and meteorology for 
subdivisions of the district of Lourenço Marques: Marracuene, Manhica, Sabié, Magudo, 
Maputo, Bilene, M’Chopes, and Chibuto. Of these, the longest section (pp. 5-58) is devoted 
to Marracuene, near the southern border of modern Mozambique, which in 1895 was the 
site of the decisive defeat of Gungunhana by the Portuguese under Antonio Enes. The 
population count was particularly important since at this period, many Mozambicans 
were being contracted as miners in the Transvaal, and their work there was a major 
source of income for Mozambique.

In the wake of the Berlin Conference of 1884-85 and the humiliating British Ultima-
tum of 1890, the Portuguese became intent on making their presence felt within Angola 
and Mozambique by assigning civilian administrators, encouraging trade and industry, 
and sending expeditions into the unexplored areas far from the coast, with a view to 
future settlement. The official reports published at this time provide valuable sociologi-
cal and ethnographic information on the state of the Portuguese colonies following the 
Scramble for Africa.

❊ OCLC: 33312586: Syracuse, Yale, Florida, University of Wisconsin at Madison 
(calling for only 155 pp.); 220532169 at National Library of Australia (without collation). 
Porbase locates 3 copies at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal and one at the Universi-
dade Católica Portuguesa.

12. [MOZAMBIQUE. Machado, Anibal]. Districto de Moçambique. Rela-
torio do Governador, 1908-1909. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 
1910. 8°, original printed wrappers (browned, chipped, hinge going, 
lower wrapper partly defective). Black and white illustrations in the 
text. Stains and soiling. In less than good condition. 77 pp., (1 l.), partly 
unopened, 3 black and white plates.  $50.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Anibal Machado, interim governor, gives a compre-
hensive and unusually frank report on the situation in the district of Moçambique, 
including recommendations for improving the city and port of Moçambique. His notes 
on the military occupation refer to specific towns and indigenous tribes, and begin with 
a wistful overview that surely resonated with many of his countrymen as the Portu-
guese struggled to hold their colonial territories against other European powers: “Não 
sendo os indigenas do interior de instinctos guerreiros e muito turbulentos ... creio eu 
ter-se supposto que, uma vez installados no interior, a nossa influencia se expandiria 
com a rapidez precisa para que a occupação fosse de dominio real e d’ella adviessem 
proventos correspondentes aos sacrificios feitos para a implantar. Infelizmente assim não 
tem succedido. A nossa occupação pouco mais além vae da area dos postos militares 
... e dos caminhos carroçaveis...” (p. 5). The text is illustrated with numerous black and 
white photos of Portuguese military posts. Part II includes the standard information for 
this type of report: statistics on income and expenditures plus information on public 
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works, missions, schools, ports, agriculture (notably rubber and cotton), mines, prisons, 
hospitals, and almshouses. 

A 1907 Portuguese law that required colonial administrators to report in detail 
on the economic and social status of their territory and to suggest improvements in 
administration, infrastructure and public works. Like all these reports, this one provides 
valuable sociological and ethnographic information on the state of the Portuguese colo-
nies following the Scramble for Africa. The reports seem to have been intended only for 
circulation within the government. Some even have “confidencial” printed on the title 
page; all are rare.

❊ OCLC: 145358161, listed as part of a series (1907-1916) at Stanford and University 
of Florida; and 183200819, part of a series with 1906-7 and 1908-9 at Universitat Senck-
enberg. Porbase locates 2 copies at the Biblioteca Central da Marinha (without mention 
of the 3 plates).

Defenses and Attacks on the Prazo System

13. [MOZAMBIQUE]. Prazos da Coroa. Protesto de arrendatarios de Queli-
mane e Tete contra o Relatorio do Secretario dos Negocios Indigenas e resposta 
d’este. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1909. 8°, original printed 
wrappers (slightly browned). Drop title. Overall very good. pp. [561]-
581.  $75.00

First separate edition (?) of this vehement defense of and attack on the prazo sys-
tem. As early as the sixteenth century, in order to encourage settlement of the interior of 
Mozambique, the Portuguese government had given land grants (prazos). These became 
virtually independent Afro-Portuguese plantations whose owners had almost total control 
over the indigenous population in their territory.

The governor of Mozambique had ordered published in the Boletim Official de 
Moçambique a report by the Secretário dos Negócios Indígenas, Francisco Ferrão, that was 
highly critical of the prazo system. It also appeared as an offprint, Relatório das investigações 
sobre emigração dos indígenas e outros assumptos ... a que procedeu o Secretário dos Negócios 
Indígenas nos Districtos de Quelimane e Tete, Lourenço Marques, 1909.

In this response written later in 1909, the holders of the prazos in the districts of 
Quelimane and Tete, along the Zambezi River, defend themselves energetically (pp. 
561-9). With withering sarcasm they accuse the secretary of being too young and too 
ignorant to judge the state of the prazos, and of having visited the area for too short a 
time to gather information. They cite statistics to prove that conditions in their area are 
improving. Ten of the prazo-holders signed the protest.

Ferrão wrote an equally sarcastic rebuttal (pp. 570-581), hurling their statistics back 
at them and quoting his own earlier report. Francisco Xavier Ferrão de Castello Branco 
was the first secretary of Indigenous Affairs in Mozambique, appointed in 1907. His 
duties included organizing a justice system for the indigenous population, regulating the 
duties of chiefs, codifying African law, organizing a civil register, controlling migration, 
and organizing labor and recruitment for the government and for private employers.

After the Berlin Conference of 1884-85 and the humiliating British Ultimatum of 
1890, the Portuguese government was intent on strengthening its hold on Mozambique 
and Angola by establishing a civilian administration and promoting trade and industry. 
Economic development was not a high priority among most of those who controlled the 
prazos, and the government’s attempts led to vehement debates over the value of the system.

❊ OCLC: 320150079 at University of California at Los Angeles; 304398090 at Uni-
versity of Florida. Not located in Porbase.
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Extensive List of Indigenous Customs

14. [MOZAMBIQUE]. Regulamento das circumscripções civis dos distritos 
de Lourenço Marques e Inhambane. Approvado por portaria provincial n.° 
1671-A, de 12 de setembro de 1908. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacio-
nal, 1908. 8°, original printed wrappers (faded, lightly stained). In good 
condition. Signature across title page of Francisco Ferrão (see below). 
Early note in blank section of p. 49 mentions him. 49 pp., (1 blank l.).  
  $75.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION, including for each division of Lourenço Marques and 
Inhambane information on the center of government, officials and their duties, leaders 
of the indigenous population, justice system, registers, public works, and the much-
debated “hut tax” (pp. 28-31).

Pages 39-49 are the “Compilação de preceitos, usos e costumes indigenas” in 12 
chapters, a set of regulations covering succession to the chieftainship, legal domicile, fam-
ily, inheritance, marriage, dowry (the “Lobolo”), duties of husbands and wives, divorce, 
guardianship, healers, and losses and damages. We have a copy of this Compilação dated 
1908 that appears to be an offprint, but rather than ending with Section 90, it continues 
through section 132, is paginated from 1-17, and is confirmed at the end with “Secretaria 
dos Neg´cios Indígenas, em Lourenço Marques, novembro de 1908.”

An early manuscript note in this copy mentions Francisco Ferrão, Secretário dos 
Negócios Indígenas, whose signature appears on the upper wrapper. In 1907, as part of 
Portugal’s ongoing effort to make her presence more firmly felt in her African colonies, 
Ferrão de Castello Branco was appointed as the first secretary of Indigenous Affairs in 
Mozambique. His duties included organizing a justice system, regulating the duties 
of chiefs, codifying African law, organizing a civil register, controlling migration, and 
organizing labor and recruitment for the government and private employers, all of which 
this Regulamento would have helped accomplish.

❊ OCLC: 2704302, at University of Delaware and University of Florida. Porbase 
locates a copy in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal.

15. [MOZAMBIQUE]. Relatorio do Intendente do Governo na Beira, anno 
de 1908. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1910. Large 8°, original 
printed wrappers (soiling and fraying). Many tables in text. Uncut and 
mostly unopened. In good condition. 170 pp., (1 l.), with pp. 127-8 a 
large folding table.  $150.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Report of the governor of Beira, giving details on trade, 
communications, schools, mining, extraction of rubber, agriculture and livestock, plus 
health, meteorology, and the use of native workers. The emphasis on trade is not surpris-
ing given that Beira, currently the second largest city in Moçambique, was at this time 
administered by the Companhia de Moçambique rather than the Portuguese government.

In 1907, the Portuguese government had passed a law that required colonial 
administrators to report in detail on the economic and social status of their territory 
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and to suggest improvements in administration, infrastructure and public works. Like 
all these reports, this one provides valuable sociological and ethnographic information 
on the state of the Portuguese colonies following the Scramble for Africa. The reports 
seem to have been intended only for circulation within the government—some even 
have “confidencial” printed on the title page—and all are rare.

❊ NUC: lists a relatorio without date, at CtY and NN. OCLC: 6714278, listing it as 
a periodical but without start or end dates; of the 6 American libraries listed as owning 
it, only Harvard seems to have this report printed in 1910. Porbase lists 2 copies at the 
Biblioteca Central da Marinha.

Reports on Diseases, Agriculture, Lighthouses, Lake Nyassa, and More

16. [MOZAMBIQUE]. Relatorios e informações. Annexo ao Boletim Official. 
Anno de 1908. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1908. Large 8°, 
contemporary dark green quarter sheep over marbled boards (some 
wear and repairs to spine), smooth spine, gilt-lettered. Partly unopened. 
Traces of wrappers and marginal repair on title page. Paper flaws in 
margin of pp. 281-4, not affecting text. In very good condition. Early ink 
signature on title-page (illegible). 499, ii pp., (1 l. errata), 4 very large 
folding maps.  $300.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this collection of reports by civilian administrators in 
Mozambique, dealing with produce, disease, navigation, and relations with neighboring 
areas. Included are reports on German possessions in Africa and the Pacific; cotton and 
rubber; lighthouses (with detailed descriptions of sites and type of lights); mosquitos, 
flies, and the diseases they carry; the plague, beri-beri and scurvy; the port of Durban 
(South Africa); geography of the Lake Nyassa area and origin of the Inharrime River; 
the hut tax; and prohibition of the manufacture of alcohol by the indigenous population 
and the effect of such prohibition on indigenous emigration.

The folding maps show proposed lighthouses on the coast, soundings in the Baixo 
de Pinda and in the Limpopo River, and isogonic lines in the bay of Lourenço Marques.

This volume was the first in a series published from 1908 to 1911 and sporadically 
thereafter.

In the wake of the Berlin Conference of 1884-85 and the humiliating British Ultima-
tum of 1890, the Portuguese became intent on making their presence felt within Angola 
and Mozambique by assigning civilian administrators, encouraging trade and industry, 
and sending expeditions into the unexplored areas far from the coast. Reports such as 
these (reprinted from the Boletim oficial) provide valuable sociological and ethnographic 
information on the state of the Portuguese colonies following the Scramble for Africa.

❊ OCLC: 237486772 (University of Florida). Porbase lists a copy at the Universidade 
Católica Portuguesa, with only 451 pp. and an unspecified number of folding maps.
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Military Expeditions and Improvement of Infrastructure in Mozambique

17. [MOZAMBIQUE. Amorim, Pedro Massano de]. Districto de 
Moçambique. Relatorio do Governador 1906-1907. Lourenço Marques: 
Imprensa Nacional, 1908. Large 8°, original printed wrappers 
(browned, edges chipping, top third of back wrapper missing). Light 
browning on first and final leaves. In good condition. Early signature 
across upper wrapper (“Francisco”?). Book tag inside upper wrap-
per. 179, ii pp., (1 blank l.).  $75.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Part I includes a detailed report on military expeditions 
sent into the interior of the district of Mozambique to control the indigenous population, 
with names of those in charge and evaluations of their conduct. The governor, Pedro 
Massano de Amorim (see p. 168) also suggests where further military action might be 
taken (pp. 7-18, 22-24). His recommendations for improving the district include building 
lighthouses, railroads, and hospitals, cultivating natural resources, and improving laws 
on emigration and customs payments.

The Portuguese government had passed a law in 1907 that required colonial 
administrators to report in detail on the economic and social status of their territory and 
to suggest improvements in administration, infrastructure and public works. This was 
among the first of many such reports, and like all of them, it provides valuable sociologi-
cal and ethnographic information on the state of the Portuguese colonies following the 
Scramble for Africa. The reports seem to have been intended only for circulation within the 
government—some even have “confidencial” printed on the title page—and all are rare.

❊ OCLC: 145358161, listed as part of a series (1907-1916) at Stanford and University 
of Florida; and 183200819, part of a series with 1906-7 and 1908-9 at Universität Senck-
enberg. Porbase locates a copy at the Biblioteca Central da Marinha.

18. [MOZAMBIQUE. Bettencourt, J.] Districto de Tete. Relatorio do gov-
ernador 1906-1907. (Publicado em harmonia com a portaria provincial nº 326, 
de 21 de maio de 1907.) Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1907. 8°, 
original printed wrappers (slight foxing). Light browning, especially 
on first and final leaves. Good. Early signature across upper wrapper 
and title page. Paper book tag inside upper wrapper. 94, iii pp., folding 
table (paginated 81-82).  $75.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Bettencourt (who signs the report on p. 94) explains 
that his province’s archives have no models for this sort of report, and proceeds to give 
his evaluation of the situation in Tete (dismal) and of the land-grants known as prazos 
(useless and unnecessary, pp. 7-14). His focus is on mining, agriculture, and immigration 
(pp. 34-40, 66-85). He also gives the standard information for this type of report: statistics 
on income and expenditures plus information on public works, missions, schools, ports, 
prisons, hospitals, and almshouses. Tete is on the Zambezi River.

In an attempt to secure their possessions in East Africa during this turbulent time in 
the region’s history, the Portuguese government had passed a law in 1907 that required 
colonial administrators to report in detail on the economic and social status of their ter-
ritory and to suggest improvements in administration, infrastructure and public works. 
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This was among the first of many such reports, and like all of them, provides valuable 
sociological and ethnographic information on the state of the Portuguese colonies follow-
ing the Scramble for Africa. The reports seem to have been intended only for circulation 
within the government—some even have “confidencial” printed on the title page—and 
all are rare.

❊ OCLC: 183434987 (Universitat Senckenberg). Porbase locates only one copy, at 
the Biblioteca Central da Marinha.

Reports of Four District Governors

19. [MOZAMBIQUE. Cardoso, Augusto.] Districto de Inhambane. 
Relatorio do Governador 1906-1907. 4 works in 1 volume. Lourenço 
Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1907. 8°, contemporary green quarter 
morocco over marbled boards, smooth spine with gilt fillets and let-
tering (small defects at extremities, lower hinge torn). Light browning 
throughout the volume. Overall very good. vi, 140 pp., 1 large folding 
lithographic plan of a hospital in two colors, many tables in text (1 
folding, paginated 83-84). 4 works in 1 volume. $500.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITIONS of four reports by district governors for 1906-1907. 
The Portuguese government passed a law in 1907 that required colonial administrators 
to report in detail on the economic and social status of their territory and to suggest 
improvements in administration, infrastructure and public works, with particular atten-
tion to income, expenses, public works, agriculture, industry, transportation, missions, 
schools, ports, prisons, hospitals, and almshouses. These relatorios from 1906-1907 are 
among the earliest in the series, and like all such reports, they provide valuable sociologi-
cal and ethnographic information on the state of the Portuguese colonies following the 
Scramble for Africa. The reports seem to have been intended only for circulation within 
the government. Some even have “confidencial” printed on the title page; all are rare.

Cardoso (who signed the report on p. 140) focuses on questions that concern the 
indigenous population: the shortage of labor, police interactions with them, reprisals 
against them, acceptable clothing, and weddings. He also discusses agriculture (cultiva-
tion of cashews, sugar, coffee, rubber, cotton, and wine) and the processing of sugar, oils, 
and petroleum. Inhambane is north of Lourenço Marques (Maputo), where the Matamba 
flows into the Indian Ocean.

❊ OCLC: 416989323 at University of London. Porbase locates a copy at the Biblioteca 
Nacional de Portugal, without mention of the vi pp. at the front.

BOUND WITH: 
[LUPI, Eduardo do Couto]. Districto de Quelimane. Relatorio do Gover-
nador 1906-1907. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1907. 109 pp., 
(1 l.), many tables in text.

Couto Lupi (who signed the report on p. 95) devotes a lengthy section (pp. 57-78) 
to the institution of the prazos, through which the Portuguese crown had, over the centu-
ries, given certain settlers large land grants and almost total control over the indigenous 
population living therein. The lengthy discussion reflects the friction that frequently 
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arose between the Portuguese bureaucracy and the prazo-holders regarding taxes, labor, 
and production. Couto Lupi also gives special attention to the ports and canals of the 
district. Quelimane is a seaport toward the northern border of Mozambique, now the 
administrative capital of the Zambezia province.

❊ OCLC 183288298, at Universitat Senckenberg; Porbase locates a copy at the 
Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. 

AND BOUND WITH:
[BETTENCOURT, J.] Districto de Tete. Relatorio do Gobernador 1906-1907. 
Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1907. Some small stains. 94, iii 
pp., many tables in text (1 folding, paginated 81-82).

Bettencourt (who signed the report on p. 94) explains that his province’s archives 
have no models for this sort of report, and proceeds to give his evaluation of the situation 
in Tete (dismal) and of the prazos (useless and unnecessary, pp. 7-14). His focus is on 
mining, agriculture, and immigration (pp. 34-40, 66-85). Tete is on the Zambezi River.

❊ OCLC: 183434987, at Universitat Senckenberg; Porbase locates a copy at the 
Biblioteca Central da Marinha.

AND BOUND WITH:
[AMORIM, Pedro Massano de]. Districto de Moçambique. Relatorio do 
Governador 1906-1907. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1908. 
179, ii pp. some tables in text.

Part I includes a detailed report on military expeditions sent into the interior of 
the district of Mozambique to control the indigenous population, with names of those 
in charge and evaluations of their conduct. The governor, Pedro Massano de Amorim 
(see p. 168) also suggests where further military action might be taken (pp. 7-18, 22-24). 
His recommendations for improving the district include building lighthouses, railroads, 
and hospitals, cultivating natural resources, and improving laws on emigration and 
customs payments.

❊ OCLC 145358161, listed as part of a series (1907-1916) at Stanford and University 
of Florida; and 183200819, part of a series with 1906-7 and 1908-9 at Universitat Senck-
enberg; Porbase locates a copy at the Biblioteca Central da Marinha.

Four Reports by District Governors, with Detailed Ethnographical and 
Sociological Information

20. [MOZAMBIQUE. Cardoso, Augusto]. Districto de Inhambane, Relato-
rio do Governador, 1907 a 1909. 4 works in 1 volume. Lourenço Marques: 
Imprensa Nacional, 1909. 8°, contemporary quarter calf (spine faded). 
Scattered light browning. In good to very good condition. 107 pp.  
 4 works in 1 volume. $450.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITIONS of all four reports. The Portuguese government passed 
a law in 1907 that required colonial administrators to report in detail on the economic 
and social status of their territory and to suggest improvements in administration, 
infrastructure and public works, including missions, schools, ports, agriculture, mines, 
prisons, hospitals, and almshouses. Reports such as this provide valuable sociological 
and ethnographic information on the state of the Portuguese colonies following the 
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Scramble for Africa. The reports seem to have been intended only for circulation within the 
government—some even have “confidencial” printed on the title page—and all are rare.

Inhambane lies to the north of Lourenço Marques (Maputo), where the Matamba 
flows into the Indian Ocean. Cardoso, who signed this report on p. 84, confronts the 
thorniest issue in his district: the “hut tax” collected from the indigenous population. 
He discusses at length how this tax affects different parts of the population and how 
it is affected by money brought in by workers acting as migrant labor in the mines of 
the Transvaal. Elsewhere Cardoso pays particular attention to agriculture, including 
peanuts, jikungo, and rubber. He mentions briefly measures taken against illegal stills 
and the honors paid to D. Luiz de Bragança, who visited Inhambane in 1907 (pp. 82-84). 

❊ OCLC 86012899, at University of Cape Town. Porbase locates 2 copies, at the 
Biblioteca Central da Marinha.

BOUND WITH: 
[PIMENTA, Fernando Augusto da Silva]. Districto de Tete, Relatorio do 
Governador, 1908-1909. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1909. 
94 pp., (1 blank l.), 2 black-and-white plates.

The governor of Tete’s report (supplemented by dozens of tables) includes details 
on water supply, banking, mining, agriculture, livestock, construction of roads, telegraph 
lines, military recruitment, meteorological data, sources of income, missions, publications, 
imports and exports, transportation, manufacturing, prisons, hospitals, and population. 
The detailed folding map of the district of Tete shows roads that are existing, under con-
struction, and planned, as well as telegraph lines. The governor’s name appears on p. 88.

❊ OCLC 1011127; 82947398. Porbase locates two copies, both at the Biblioteca 
Central da Marinha.

AND BOUND WITH:
[LUPI, Eduardo do Couto]. Districto de Quelimane, Relatorio do Gover-
nador, 1907 a 1909. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1909. 305, 
ii pp., 31 black-and-white plates, folding map.

Quelimane, a seaport toward the northern border of Moçambique, is the administra-
tive capital of the Zambezia province. This report is lengthier than the usual governors’ 
reports, and is accompanied by 31 photographs with a wider range of images than most 
other reports of this time, including views of the Zambezi and the boats that plied it, 
agricultural machinery, a railroad locomotive, indigenous workers, town streets, canals, 
factories for processing agricultural produce, wild animals, and a house set on stilts to 
avoid the flooding that was (and still is) a major problem in the region.

The introduction (pp. 5-38) is a historical survey of the problem of settlement in 
Quelimane, with an explanation of the prazos. On these large land grants, some of which 
had been established as early as the sixteenth century, owners had almost total control 
over the indigenous population. Lupi thoroughly discusses the pros and cons of the 
system for the settlers and for the indigenous population and suggests ways the system 
could be improved. The folding map shows topographical details and the boundaries of 
the district and the prazos. Lupi (who signed the work on p. 305) also includes chapters 
on entomology, the campaign against locusts, emigration, the use of machinery, alcohol 
for industrial purposes, and motorized and non-motorized factories.

❊ OCLC 57715348 (calling for 305, ii p. illus., fold. map.) at Stanford University and 
the Newberry Library; 562711827 at the British Library; 183288298 at Universitat Sencken-
berg. Porbase: Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Biblioteca Central da Marinha (2 copies).

AND BOUND WITH:
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[MACHADO, Aníbal]. Districto de Moçambique, Relatorio do Governa-
dor, 1908-1909. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1909. 77 pp., 3 
black-and-white plates.

Aníbal Machado, interim governor, gives a comprehensive and unusually frank 
report on the situation in the district of Moçambique, including recommendations for 
improving the city and port of Mozambique. His notes on the military occupation refer 
to specific towns and indigenous tribes, and begin with a wistful overview that surely 
resonated with many of his countrymen as the Portuguese struggled to hold their colonial 
territories against other European powers: “Não sendo os indígenas do interior de instinc-
tos guerreiros e muito turbulentos ... creio eu ter-se supposto que, uma vez installados 
no interior, a nossa influencia se expandiria com a rapidez precisa para que a occupação 
fosse de dominio real e d’ella adviessem proventos correspondentes ao sacrificios feitos 
para a implantar. Infelizmente assim não tem succedido. A nossa occupação pouco mais 
além vae da area dos postos militares ... e dos caminhos carroçaveis...” (p. 5). The text is 
illustrated with numerous black and white photos of Portuguese military posts.

❊ OCLC 145358161, listed as part of a series (1907-1916) at Stanford University 
and University of Florida; and 183200819, part of a series with 1906-7 and 1908-9 at 
Universitat Senckenberg. Porbase locates 2 copies at the Biblioteca Central da Marinha 
(without mention of the 3 plates).

21. [MOZAMBIQUE. Cardoso, Augusto]. Districto de Inhambane. Rela-
torio do Governador 1907 a 1909. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 
1909. 8°, original printed wrappers (faded, some soiling, spine chipping). 
Slight browning. In good condition. 107 pp., tables in text.  $100.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this report on Inhambane, the province of Mozambique 
lying north of Lourenço Marques (Maputo) where the Matamba flows into the Indian 
Ocean. Cardoso, who signed this report on p. 84, confronts the thorniest issue in his 
district: the “hut tax” collected from the indigenous population. He discusses at length 
how this tax affects different parts of the population and how it is affected by money 
brought in by workers acting as migrant labor in the mines of the Transvaal. Elsewhere 
Cardoso pays particular attention to agriculture, including peanuts, jikungo, and rubber. 
He mentions briefly measures taken against illegal stills and the honors paid to D. Luiz 
de Bragança, who visited Inhambane in 1907 (pp. 82-84).

The Portuguese government passed a law in 1907 that required colonial admin-
istrators to report in detail on the economic and social status of their territory and to 
suggest improvements in administration, infrastructure and public works. Reports such 
as this provide valuable sociological and ethnographic information on the state of the 
Portuguese colonies following the Scramble for Africa. The reports seem to have been 
intended only for circulation within the government—some even have “confidencial” 
printed on the title page—and all are rare.

❊ OCLC: 86012899, at University of Cape Town. Porbase locates 2 copies, at the 
Biblioteca Central da Marinha.
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Quelimane: Proposed Improvements in Educational Institutions,  
Port Facilities, Railways, Canals, and More

22. [MOZAMBIQUE. Carvalho, F.]. Districto de Quelimane. Relatorio do 
Governador, 1911-1912. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1912. 
Large 8°, original printed wrappers (faded, minor defects). Uncut and 
mostly unopened. In very good condition. 144 pp., (1 l. table of contents, 
1 l. errata), 1 folding map showing rivers and railroads.  $120.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this report on the province of Quelimane, a seaport 
toward the northern border of Mozambique, now the administrative capital of the 
Zambezia province. 

Aside from the usual information provided in this type of report regarding income, 
expenses, infrastructure and public works, Carvalho (who signed the work in print 
on p. 4) includes chapters on plans for a school of arts and sciences, for improving the 
district’s port facilities, for harvesting wood, and for improving railways and canals. He 
also discusses the prazo system, through which the Portuguese crown gave settlers large 
land grants and almost total control over the indigenous population.

In 1907, the Portuguese government had passed a law that required colonial 
administrators to report in detail on the economic and social status of their territory 
and to suggest improvements in administration, infrastructure and public works. Like 
all these reports, this one provides valuable sociological and ethnographic information 
on the state of the Portuguese colonies following the Scramble for Africa. The reports 
seem to have been intended only for circulation within the government—some even 
have “confidencial” printed on the title page—and all are rare.

❊ Porbase locates 2 copies at the Biblioteca Central da Marinha.

Details on the Indigenous Population of Quelimane and Tete 
 In Mozambique, with the Author’s Signed Presentation Inscription

23. [MOZAMBIQUE. Castello Branco, Francisco Xavier Ferrão de]. 
Relatorio das investigações sobre emigração dos indigenas e outros assumptos 
mencionados na Portaria Provincial no. 268, de 13 de maio de 1908, a que 
procedeu o Secretario dos Negocios Indigenas nos Districtos de Quelimane e 
Tete. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1909. Large 8°, original 
printed wrappers, stapled (slight foxing, spine chipped). In very good 
condition. Author’s signed (“Francisco Ferrão”) five-line presentation 
inscription on title page to Alfredo S. Mamede. With its own title page, 
but paginated [209]-274, (1 l.); pp. 241-256 bound after 272. Some tables 
and diagrams.  $85.00

First separate edition, very rare. Ferrão was asked to find out why so many of the 
indigenous population were emigrating from Quelimane and Tete, and to investigate 
the state of the islands in the Zambezi. He discusses the prazos in the area at length and 
by name (pp. 221-63). The work is dated March 11, 1909 on the final page. 

The Relatório provoked those who controlled the prazos to respond with the Protesto 
de arrendatarios de Quelimane e Tete, Lourenço Marques, 1909. According to that work, the 
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Relatório first appeared in the Boletim official of Mozambique. Given the pagination, this 
seems to be an offprint.

Ferrão was appointed first secretary of Indigenous Affairs in Mozambique in 1907. 
His duties included organizing a justice system for the indigenous population, regulating 
the duties of chiefs, codifying African law, organizing a civil register, controlling migra-
tion, and organizing labor and recruitment for the government and for private employers.

Provenance: Alfredo de São Mamede is probably the third Conde de São Mamede (b. 
Porto, 1881), an engineer and agronomist. See Grande enciclopédia XXVII, 543.

❊ OCLC: 775780571 (Yale University) Not located in Porbase. Not located in Jisc. 
Not located in KVK (51 databases searched).

24. [MOZAMBIQUE. Lupi, Eduardo do Couto]. Districto de Queli-
mane. Relatorio do Governador, 1906-1907. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1907. 8°, original upper printed wrapper (chipped, faded, 
missing small piece; lower wrapper missing, spine chipped off and 
loosening). Two cellophane tape repairs to blank portions of title page. 
Light browning. In somewhat less than good condition. Signature across 
upper wrapper of Francisco Ferrão (see below). Book tag on verso of 
title page. 109 pp., (1 l.).  $50.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Couto Lupi (who signed the report on p. 95) devotes 
a lengthy section to the institution of the prazos, through which the Portuguese crown 
had, over the centuries, given certain settlers large land grants and almost total control 
over the indigenous population living therein (pp. 57-78). The lengthy discussion here 
reflects the friction that frequently occurred between the Portuguese bureaucracy and 
the prazo-holders regarding taxes, labor, and production.

Couto Lupi also gives special attention to the ports and canals of the district. Que-
limane is a seaport toward the northern border of Mozambique, now the administrative 
capital of the Zambezia province. 

The Portuguese government passed a law in 1907 that required colonial administra-
tors to report in detail on the economic and social status of their territory and to suggest 
improvements in administration, infrastructure and public works, with particular atten-
tion to income, expenses, public works, agriculture, industry, transportation, missions, 
schools, ports, prisons, hospitals, and almshouses. This report is among the earliest in 
the series, and like all such reports, provides valuable sociological and ethnographic 
information on the state of the Portuguese colonies following the Scramble for Africa. The 
reports seem to have been intended only for circulation within the government—some 
even have “confidencial” printed on the title page—and all are rare.

Provenance: Francisco Ferrão (Francisco Xavier Ferrão de Castello Branco) was the first 
secretary of Indigenous Affairs in Mozambique, appointed in 1907. His duties included 
organizing a justice system for the indigenous population, regulating the duties of chiefs, 
codifying African law, organizing a civil register, controling migration, and organizing 
labor and recruitment for the government and for private employers.

❊ On the prazo system, see Malyn Newitt, A History of Mozambique, Chapters 10 and 
16. OCLC: 562711820 (calling for only 109 pp.) at the British Library. Porbase locates a 
copy at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal.
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With Thirty-One Photographs of Quelimane, and  
Much Information on the Province

25. [MOZAMBIQUE. Lupi, Eduardo do Couto]. Districto de Quelimane. 
Relatorio do Governador, 1907 a 1909. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1909. Large 8°, original printed wrappers (lower wrapper 
detached, small tag at top of spine). Light foxing on map. In good 
condition. 305, ii pp., 31 plates with photographs, folding topographi-
cal map in two colors.  $100.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this report on the province of Quelimane, a seaport 
toward the northern border of Mozambique, now the administrative capital of the Zambezia 
province. This report is lengthier than the usual governors’ reports and is accompanied 
by 31 photographs with a wider range of images than most other reports of this time, 
including views of the Zambezi and the boats that plied it, agricultural machinery, a 
railroad locomotive, indigenous workers, town streets, canals, factories for processing 
agricultural produce, wild animals, and a house set on stilts to avoid the flooding that 
was (and still is) a major problem in the region.

The introduction (pp. 5-38) is a historical survey of the problem of settlement in 
Quelimane, with an explanation of the prazo system, through which the Portuguese 
crown gave certain settlers large land grants and almost total control over the indigenous 
population. Lupi thoroughly discusses the pros and cons of the system for the settlers and 
for the indigenous population, and suggests ways the system could be improved. The 
folding map shows topographical details and the boundaries of the district and the prazos.

Lupi (who signed the work on p. 305) also includes chapters on entomology, the 
campaign against locusts, emigration, the use of machinery, alcohol for industrial pur-
poses, and motorized and non-motorized factories.

The Portuguese government passed a law in 1907 that required colonial administra-
tors to report in detail on the economic and social status of their territory and to suggest 
improvements in administration, infrastructure and public works, including missions, 
schools, ports, agriculture, mines, prisons, hospitals, and almshouses. Reports such 
as this provide valuable sociological and ethnographic information on the state of the 
Portuguese colonies following the Scramble for Africa. The reports seem to have been 
intended only for circulation within the government—some even have “confidencial” 
printed on the title page—and all are rare.

❊ OCLC: 57715348 (calling for 305, ii pp., illustrations, folding map., at Stanford 
University and Newberry Library); 562711827 (British Library); 183288298 (Universität 
Senckenberg). Porbase locates copies at Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal and Biblioteca 
Central da Marinha (2 copies). Jisc repeats British Library only. 
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26. [MOZAMBIQUE. Machado, Aníbal]. Districto de Moçambique. Rela-
torio do Governador, 1908-1909. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 
1910. 8°, original printed wrappers (browned, chipped, hinge going). 
Black and white illustrations in the text. In somewhat less than good 
condition. 77 pp., (1 l.), partly unopened, 3 black and white plates.  
  $60.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Anibal Machado, interim governor, gives a compre-
hensive and unusually frank report on the situation in the district of Moçambique, 
including recommendations for improving the city and port of Moçambique. His notes 
on the military occupation refer to specific towns and indigenous tribes, and begin with 
a wistful overview that surely resonated with many of his countrymen as the Portu-
guese struggled to hold their colonial territories against other European powers: “Não 
sendo os indigenas do interior de instinctos guerreiros e muito turbulentos ... creio eu 
ter-se supposto que, uma vez installados no interior, a nossa influencia se expandiria 
com a rapidez precisa para que a occupação fosse de dominio real e d’ella adviessem 
proventos correspondentes aos sacrificios feitos para a implantar. Infelizmente assim não 
tem succedido. A nossa occupação pouco mais além vae da area dos postos militares 
... e dos caminhos carroçaveis...” (p. 5). The text is illustrated with numerous black and 
white photos of Portuguese military posts. Part II includes the standard information for 
this type of report: statistics on income and expenditures plus information on public 
works, missions, schools, ports, agriculture (notably rubber and cotton), mines, prisons, 
hospitals, and almshouses. 

A 1907 Portuguese law that required colonial administrators to report in detail 
on the economic and social status of their territory and to suggest improvements in 
administration, infrastructure and public works. Like all these reports, this one provides 
valuable sociological and ethnographic information on the state of the Portuguese colo-
nies following the Scramble for Africa. The reports seem to have been intended only for 
circulation within the government. Some even have “confidencial” printed on the title 
page; all are rare.

❊ OCLC: 145358161, listed as part of a series (1907-1916) at Stanford and University 
of Florida; and 183200819, part of a series with 1906-7 and 1908-9 at Universitat Senck-
enberg. Porbase locates 2 copies at the Biblioteca Central da Marinha (without mention 
of the 3 plates).

27. [MOZAMBIQUE. Pimenta, Fernando Augusto da Silva]. Districto 
de Tete. Relatorio do Governador 1908-1909. (Publicado em harmonia com 
a portaria provincial n.º 326, de 21 de maio de 1907). Lourenço Marques: 
Imprensa Nacional, 1909. 8°, original printed wrappers (chipping, fox-
ing, wrappers loose). Light browning on first and final leaves. Overall 
in good condition. 94 pp., (1 blank l.), 3 plates and additional black-
and-white illustrations in the text, large folding map of the District of 
Tete in red and black.  $100.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The governor of Tete’s report (supplemented by doz-
ens of tables) includes details on water supply, banking, mining, agriculture, livestock, 
construction of roads, telegraph lines, military recruitment, meteorological data, sources 
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of income, missions, publications, imports and exports, transportation, manufacturing, 
prisons, hospitals, and population. The detailed folding map of the district of Tete (on 
the Zambezi River) shows roads that are existing, under construction, and planned, as 
well as telegraph lines. Pimenta signed the work on p. 88.

A 1907 Portuguese law required colonial administrators to report in detail on the 
economic and social status of their territory and to suggest improvements in administra-
tion, infrastructure and public works. Like all of these reports, this one provides valuable 
sociological and ethnographic information on the state of the Portuguese colonies following 
the Scramble for Africa. The reports seem to have been intended only for circulation within 
the government . Some even have “confidencial” printed on the title page; all are rare.

❊ OCLC: 10111271; 82947398. Porbase locates two copies, both at the Biblioteca 
Central da Marinha. WorldCat cites copies at Columbia University, Harvard, Michigan 
State, Center for Research Libraries-Chicago, University of Florida, University of Cape 
Town, and University of Minnesota.

Infectious Diseases, Campaigns Against Rats, and  
Autopsy Results in Moçambique

28. [MOZAMBIQUE. Provincia de Moçambique, Repartição de 
Saude]. Relatorio do Serviço de Saude, anno de 1908. Lourenço Marques: 
Imprensa Nacional, 1909. 8°, original pink printed wrappers (upper 
wrapper detached, somewhat soiled and chipped). Two short internal 
tears in final leaf (without loss). In good condition. Signature in ink of 
Francisco Ferrão (see below) across upper wrapper and title-page. A 
few neat marginalia. 376 pp., many tables in text.  $50.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. Narrative of public health in Mozambique in the year 
1908, including reports on the spread of infectious disease (scurvy, diphtheria, leprosy, 
the plague, etc.), administration of hospitals, chemical analyses, campaigns against rats, 
and autopsy results. The reports are broken down by region and tribe and supplemented 
by statistical tables.

This is one of a series of reports published annually throughout the Portuguese 
dominions in the early twentieth century. All are rare.

Provenance: Francisco Ferrão (Francisco Xavier Ferrão de Castello Branco) was 
the first secretary of Indigenous Affairs in Mozambique, appointed in 1907. His duties 
included organizing a justice system, regulating the duties of chiefs, codifying African 
law, organizing a civil register, controlling migration, and organizing labor and recruit-
ment for the government and private employers. The information presented in this report 
would have been crucial for his position.

❊ Not located in Pires de Lima, Catálogo da Bibliotheca da Escola Medico-Cirurgica 
do Porto. Not located in Lisbon, Faculdade de Medicina, Catálogo da Colecção Portuguesa. 
OCLC: 80520657 (1908 and 1909 reports), without location and miscatalogued as Brazil, 
Provincia de Moçambique); 50368161 lists it as 20 volumes, 1905-1924, but locates only one 
complete run, at the National Library of Medicine; partial runs at University of California 
at Los Angeles (1907-10), Yale (1907-9), Harvard (1907-9), Simon Fraser University (1910 
only?), and University of London (1907 and 1910). Porbase locates only 1908-1911. Not 
in Wellcome Library online catalogue.
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How to Run the Imprensa Nacional in Mozambique

29. [MOZAMBIQUE. Ribeiro, António de Sousa]. Provincia de 
Moçambique. Relatorio do Secretario Geral. Lourenço Marques: Imp-
rensa Nacional, 1910. 8°, original printed wrappers (spine chipping 
and defective at head and foot; upper wrapper and title page loose). 
Small holes in blank lower margin of title page. Uncut and mostly 
unopened. Overall in good condition. Inscription at top of second 
leaf dated 1916 by Sousa Ribeiro to his friend Henrique Barahona e 
Costa. 379 pp., (3, 1 blank ll.).  $150.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. An exhaustive discussion by an experienced civil 
administrator of the best way to run the office of secretary general, who reported to the 
governor general. Sousa Ribeiro sets out the qualifications and duties of the secretary 
general and his assistants, and explains (with tables) the workings of various departments 
that report to his office. Among them are the police, the Imprensa Nacional, and public 
educators. Antonio de Sousa Ribeiro was secretary-general of Mozambique.

In the wake of the Berlin Conference of 1884-85 and the humiliating British Ultima-
tum of 1890, the Portuguese became intent on making their presence felt within Angola 
and Mozambique by assigning civilian administrators, encouraging trade and industry, 
and sending expeditions into the unexplored areas far from the coast, with a view to 
future settlement. This work is an example of bureaucrats working out the nitty-gritty 
details of such tasks.

Provenance: inscribed by Antonio de Sousa Ribeiro, secretary-general of Mozambique, 
to his friend Henrique Barahona e Costa (Henrique Cesar da Silva Barahona e Costa), who 
served in Africa for many years and wrote a half dozen books on it in the 1890s-1910s.

❊ OCLC: 45720472: Stanford University, University of California at Los Angeles, 
University of Florida, Northwestern, University of London. Porbase locates a single copy 
at Universidade Católica Portuguesa.

Analysis of South African Economic Relations with Mozambique

30. [MOZAMBIQUE. Rosa, João Miguel]. Questões que interessam ao 
porto e caminhos de ferro de Lourenço Marques. Memoria elaborada pela 
Commissão do Conselho de Administração do Porto e Caminhos de Ferro de 
Lourenço Marques. 2 works in 1 volume. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa 
Nacional, 1908. Large 8°, contemporary green quarter straight-grained 
morocco over pebbled cloth boards (one joint cracking, head and foot 
of spine defective, other binding defects), smooth spine with gilt letter 
and bands, text-block edges sprinkled. Light browning. In very good 
condition. 129 pp. 2 works in 1 volume. $225.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The Questões is an analysis of South Africa as it relates 
to Portuguese trade with the area, including the political situation, emigration issues, 
transportation to the Transvaal, the Transvaal as a market for goods from Mozambique, 
and the pros and cons of railroads and ports. The author offers on p. 103 a series of nego-
tiating points for talks with the British. In the following year, the Mozambique-Transvaal 
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Convention provided for Mozambicans to continue working in the Transvaal mines. João 
Miguel Rosa, who signed the work on p. 129 as consul in Durban, Natal, was Fernando 
Pessoa’s step-father.

❊ OCLC: 16735664 (University of California, University of Florida, University of 
Wisconsin at Madison); 79944213 (Hoover Institution). Porbase locates 2 copies, at the 
Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal.

BOUND WITH: 
Relatorios acerca das circumscripções das terras da coroa, 1907. Lou-
renço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1908. A good to very good copy. 
150 pp., (1 l.), tables in text. 

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. The relatórios are separate narratives of Marracuene, 
Manhica, Sabié, Magude, and Maputo, each signed by the administrator for that area, 
with information on population, railroads and other infrastructure, missions, trade, 
agriculture, and industry.

In the final relatório, Dr. Augusto da Cunha Rolla (pp. 119-151) sets out the principal 
diseases from which the indigenous population of the districts of Lourenço Marques and 
Inhambane suffers. Among the many he encountered during his travels were tuberculosis, 
pneumonia, asthma, dilation of the stomach, intestinal parasites, and leprosy. Cunha Rolla 
devotes 4 pages to alcoholism before giving his opinions on what is causing the decline 
in the indigenous population and offering thoughts on an 1885 study of the indigenous 
population of the Cape colony.

❊ OCLC: 3460016 (Hamilton College, Yale University, University of Florida, North-
western University). Porbase locates one copy, at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal.

Greatly Expanded 
With a Wealth of Sociological and Ethnographical Information

31. [MOZAMBIQUE, Secretaria Geral do Governo da Provincia]. Regi-
men dos prazos da coroa. Lourenço Marques: Imprensa Nacional, 1907. 8°, 
original printed front wrapper (chipping, rear wrapper missing, final 
leaf and map detached). Title page with some browning. Somewhat less 
than good condition: internally clean, but the wrapper is a mess and 
the loose leaves make it unattractive. Signature across upper wrapper 
of João Barbosa de Silva Casqueiro. 323, ix pp., three-color folding map 
of the prazos in Mozambique, tables in text.  $175.00

Second edition, with a greatly expanded text and an added map. A wealth of 
sociological and ethnographical information is provided in the “census” of 148 prazos, 
which includes the person or company to whom the prazo is granted, the sub-renter, 
the date the lease runs out, the territories that border it, the population, the race of the 
indigenous population, the dialect, the principal town(s), telegraph stations and roads, 
mountains, mines, and products.

The information on each prazo ranges from half a page to several pages.
The 1897 edition of the Regimen dos prazos had 24 documents and decrees. This 

one includes 86, with 12 (rather than a mere 4) from 1832-1879, 58 (rather than 20) from 
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1880-1896, and 16 from 1897 to 1906. The three-color map shows the boundaries of the 
prazos within the province of Mozambique, boundaries with British territory to the west, 
and part of Lake Nyassa.

The introduction is signed by Sousa Ribeiro, secretary general of the province of 
Mozambique. He notes that the edition of the Prazos da Coroa was sold out, and that 
this work is meant to improve on his own Compilação de leis, decretos, portarias e officios 
sobre concessões de terrenos of 1904—like the 1897 Regimen and this volume, a rare book.

As early as the sixteenth century, the Portuguese crown had encouraged settlement 
of the interior of its African colonies by granting certain settlers large tracts of land and 
nearly total control over the indigenous population within them. After the Berlin Confer-
ence of 1884-85 and the humiliating British Ultimatum of 1890, the Portuguese govern-
ment was intent on strengthening its hold on Mozambique and Angola by establishing 
a civilian administration and promoting trade and industry. Economic development was 
not a high priority among most of those who controlled the prazos, and the government’s 
attempts led to vehement debates over the value of the system.

Provenance: Henrique Mitchell de Paiva Cabral Couceiro was a soldier, colonial 
governor, monarchist politician and counter-revolutionary. He served as Antonio Enes’ 
adjunct in the Mozambique campaign of 1891-1896 and as governor of Angola from 
1907 to 1909.

❊ OCLC: 22226228, at Stanford, Yale, University of Florida, Library of Congress, 
and Harvard. 

*32. NOWELL, Charles E. The Rose-Colored Map. Portugal’s Attempt 
to Build an African Empire from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean. Lisbon: 
Junta de Investigações Científicas do Ultramar, 1982. Estudos de Car-
tografia Antiga, 21. Folio (28.7 x 21.3 cm.), publisher’s boards with 
dust jacket. As new. xvi, 273 pp., (1 l.), illustrations, 3 folding maps. 
ISBN: none.  $85.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this interesting and important work.

Santarem Defends Portugal’s Rights in West Africa

33. SANTARÉM, Manuel Francisco de Barros e Sousa de Mesquita de 
Macedo Leitão e Carvalhosa, 2º Visconde de. Démonstration des droits 
qu’a la Couronne de Portugal sur les territoires situés sur la côte occidentale 
d’Afrique, entre le 5e dégré et 12 minutes et le 8e de latitude méridionale et 
par conséquent sur les territoires de Molembo, de Cabinda et d’Ambriz. Lis-
bon: Imprimerie Nationale, 1855. 8°, original printed wrappers (slight 
fraying). Partly unopened. In very good condition. Rectangular printed 
paper ticket of Livraria Santo António (Lisbon) at inner margin of title 
page. Early signature in upper outer corner of title page. 40 pp.  
  $250.00

First edition in French. A translation of Demostração dos direitos que tem a Corôa de 
Portugal … published in Lisbon in the same year. This important work defending Portugal’s 
historical rights to the western coast of Africa was probably spurred by France’s recent 
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expansion to the mainland in Senegal under Governor Louis Faidherbe. Santarém makes 
the case that the Portuguese have every right to their northernmost claims in Angola: 
the Portuguese discovered the area, took possession of it, introduced Christianity to the 
indigenous population, conquered many territories by force of arms, and were recognized 
by many tribal rulers as sovereigns. Pages 28-35 deal specifically with Portuguese claims 
in the Congo. The year this work was published, the Portuguese intervened in a civil war 
in the Congo, an area that the French later claimed as a protectorate.

Santarém wrote this work at the request of the Portuguese Foreign Office. He had 
defended Portugal’s right to this area earlier in Memoria sobre a prioridade dos descobrimentos 
portuguezes na Costa d’Africa Occidental, Paris 1841.

The second Visconde de Santarém (1791-1856) has been called “the greatest figure 
in the history of Portuguese cartography” (Cortesão, History of Cartography I, 23); in fact, 
it was Santarém who coined the term “cartographia.” In 1807 he travelled to Brazil with 
the royal family, holding various diplomatic posts. He also served as Keeper of the Royal 
Archives at Torre do Tombo from 1824 until 1833, when he was dismissed for political 
reasons. Although Santarém spent the rest of his life in Paris, his standing with the 
Portuguese government later improved to the point that the government funded many 
of his publications and appointed him Keeper of the Torre do Tombo without requiring 
him to return to Portugal.

❊ Cf. Innocêncio V, 438: the Portuguese edition. Cortesão I, 22; on Santarém, see I, 
7-26. Not located in NUC. OCLC: 23388887; 68818352; 70361395; 458944523 612120175; 
603321078. Porbase locates 5 copies, all at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal.

Survey of Railways in South Africa and Its Neighbors

34. [SOUTH AFRICA. Conacher, J(ohn?)]. Report by J. Conacher upon 
the Distribution of Oversea Traffic Between the South African Railways and 
Upon Certain Other Matters Relating Thereto. Pretoria: Government Print-
ing and Stationery Office, 1908. Folio (33.5 x 21 cm.), original printed 
wrappers (minor defects, faded). Light browning. In good condition. 
36, 138 pp. ,with numerous tables, including 5 folding tables paginated 
with the text.  $75.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION. On his visit to South Africa in February and March, 
1908, Conacher was charged by the Cape Government, the Natal Government, and the 
Railway Committee of the C.S.A.R. to gather and analyze information on railway traffic 
to the interior from ports in Cape Colony, Natal and Lourenço Marques to the Transvaal 
and the Orange River Colony. He was to study how it was affected by port and harbor 
facilities, whether the railways would function more efficiently under a single administra-
tion, whether rates were in line with expenses, and how statistics on the railways could 
most efficiently be compiled. For that purpose, he was given full access to all railway 
records and officials, and he traveled on nearly all the lines as well as meeting many 
of those in charge of shipping goods. The numerous tables contain statistics on goods 
shipped, costs, income and expenses.

This work was printed the year before an important convention was signed between 
Mozambique and the Transvaal. It was presumably intended to assist the British in their 
negotiations. Conacher was told not to concern himself with political affairs. 

The author is probably the same John Conacher who figured prominently among 
British railway men. In 1891 he was appointed General Manager on the National British 
Railway, but was eventually forced to resign due to the Machiavellian manoeuvres of 
the N.B.R. Board.

❊ NUC: DLC, NN, ICJ. 
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What To Do About the Congo, Possibly by the Author of the “Pink Map”

35. [ZAIRE]. Gomes, Henrique de Barros. Discursos proferidos na Camara 
dos Senhores Deputados acerca da situação da Fazenda Publica e da questão do 
Zaire nas sessões de 24 e 26 de Janeiro de 1885. Lisbon: Imprensa Nacional, 
1885. 8°, original printed wrappers (dampstained, slight defects to spine, 
and small nick in lower margin of front wrapper). Light dampstains in 
text. In very good condition. 79 pp.  $300.00

FIRST and ONLY EDITION, with audience reaction included, of this thorough 
analysis of the complex situation that the Congo presented for Portugal and other Euro-
pean powers. Barros Gomes was one of Portugal’s representatives at the Berlin Confer-
ence (1884-85), successfully arguing that “spheres of influence” should be assigned to 
European powers in Africa.

Barros Gomes (1843-1898), a progressive politician experienced in financial and 
colonial affairs, was a long-time director of the Bank of Portugal (1873-1898) and a found-
ing member of the Sociedade de Geografia de Lisboa. Although he denied responsibility, 
Barros Gomes was considered by many to be responsible for the “Pink Map” (mapa color 
de rosa) that showed Portuguese territory stretching from Angola to Mozambique. Hence 
he took some of the blame for the crisis that followed the British Ultimatum of 1890, when 
the king of Portugal succumbed to British demands that Portugal renounce such claims.

❊ Not located in NUC. OCLC: 33265235; 38347051 (New York Public Library, Yale, 
Syracuse University, University of Wisconsin at Madison, University of Florida, North-
western University, and the School of Oriental and African Studies in London). Porbase 
lists a single copy, in the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal. Jisc repeats the School of Oriental 
and African Studies only. KVK (51 databases searched) adds a copy at National Library 
of Australia and a microfilm copy. Not located in Hollis.
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